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Thinkorswim mobile chart settings

The ThinkorSwim (ToS) desktop platform, by TD Ameritrade, is extremely powerful. It can be used for executing trades, doing technical or fundamental analysis, analyzing portfolio risks, and a ton more.For beginners, setting up ThinkorSwim can feel overwhelming due to the sheer number of toolbars and menus that are available.In this
article, we’ll focus on a smaller part of ToS functionality — setting up a useful layout. Starting with a useful layout will provide a foundation to adding more complex functionality and features down the road. Check out our full ThinkorSwim review >>>The layout we’ll create is chart-based. In other words, there will be several charts in the
main area. The left pane will be filled with watchlists. It’s not a complex layout but will mostly provide what you need to get started with ToS.I’ll be logged into a paper trading account. You can get a ToS paper trading account for free. Just sign up here. With paper trading, quotes are delayed by eight seconds and potentially longer for
some instruments.Setting up ThinkorSwim with live quotes will require you to fund an account with at least $500 (permanently) and complete the exchange agreements. After logging in, your ToS default layout may look like the following:The layout has a left side pane and the main section, which is open to the Trade tab. Click on the
Chart tab. We're going to add more watchlists to the left side pane. But first, let's remove all the existing gadgets in the left pane. To do that, click the three-line icon in the top right of each gadget, then select delete.To add a new watchlist, click the “+” at the bottom left of the app and select Watchlist in the popup.Give the new watchlist the
name "Stocks." Then type in the symbol MSFT under the Symbol column. That adds the first stock to the watchlist. I’ve added a few more symbols that include the FANGs. If you want to edit the name of a watchlist, click the watchlist name, then edit and select the watchlist to edit.To continue setting up ThinkorSwim, add another watchlist
and call it BigCap. After the watchlist is created, add the following symbols:Now there are two watchlists. As more symbols are added to a watchlist, a scrollbar will appear on the right side of the watchlist. You can click and drag the lower watchlist, giving the upper watchlist more room and removing the scrollbars in the process.We’re
going to now link the Stocks watchlist to the chart. Click the link icon to the right of the first watchlist and select 1. Do the same for the other watchlist and select 2. The chart also has a link icon to the right of the symbol field. Change it to 1. Click MSFT in the Stocks watchlist and watch as it updates the chart with the symbol MSFT. If you
click any symbol in the BigCap watchlist, the chart will not update because nothing else is linked to #2.Next, we’ll add more charts and link to them as well.There’s only one chart in the ThinkorSwim layout that we've built so far. To add another chart next to this one, click the 9-dot grid icon in the top right of the app under Setup. Then
check Customize grid. A box with three icons and the text Sidebar appears over the grid. Click the middle “+” icon to add a grid to the right. Go back to the 9-dot icon and un-check Customize grid.In the second grid, click the link icon and select #2 (yellow). In the BigCap watchlist, click TSLA. It should populate the new grid.You can add
another row of grids under these two by going back to Customize grid and selecting the first icon on the Sidebar box. That will place another grid below the current two.A lot of traders like to view a stock in multiple chart time frames so they can narrow in on a trade entry. We’ll do that now with the current two charts.Change the second
chart’s link to #1 (red). MSFT should fill the second chart. Click on the “D” (day) menu item at the top of the chart. Select the 5D:15m chart. The grid will update to the 5 day, 15 minute chart.When you click any symbol in the Stocks watchlist, you’ll be able to view both the daily and 15 minute charts together. Also, you don’t have to stick
with only the Stocks watchlist symbols. Type JPM into either chart and both will update with that symbol.Certainly, this layout is only a small step towards setting up ThinkofSwim, but a very useful one. There’s plenty more to explore in how you can arrange charts and link different elements of the layout. If you want to explore more, ToS
has a fantastic set of tutorials on Youtube. Open a TD Ameritrade account to get started with ThinkorSwim >>>Robert Farrington is America’s Millennial Money Expert® and America’s Student Loan Debt Expert™, and the founder of The College Investor, a personal finance site dedicated to helping millennials escape student loan debt to
start investing and building wealth for the future. You can learn more about him on the About Page, or on his personal site RobertFarrington.com.He regularly writes about investing, student loan debt, and general personal finance topics geared towards anyone wanting to earn more, get out of debt, and start building wealth for the
future.He has been quoted in major publications including the New York Times, Washington Post, Fox, ABC, NBC, and more. He is also a regular contributor to Forbes. Level up your stock market access and still pay $0 Commissions on U.S. Exchange-Listed Stocks, ETF, and Option trades. $0.65 Per Contract Fee Applies To Options
Trades.Commission free stock trading, now that’s smart! With the thinkorswim Mobile app, you can trade with the power of your desktop in the palm of your hand. Invest through your iPhone, iPad, and Apple Watch™, with one of the top rated trading apps that lets you place commission free stock, ETF, and option trades easily and
securely. With thinkorswim Mobile, you get the education, innovation, and support that helps you trade confidently with TD Ameritrade, Where Smart Investors Get Smarter®.Features: • Trade stocks, complex options, futures, and forex. Create and modify advanced orders and add order conditions quickly and easily.• Chat with a trading
specialist in real-time – even share your screen without ever leaving the app.• Live stream programming from TD Ameritrade Network (through our affiliate, TD Ameritrade Media Productions Company)* and CNBC (US, Asia and Europe), and get in-depth company profiles from Trefis** to uncover key insights. • Practice your trading
strategies with real market data using paperMoney® – without risking a dime.*** • Scan multi-touch charts with hundreds of studies. Chart drawings will sync with the thinkorswim® platform. Glance at the past, take a look at the present, and model the future when you overlay company and economic events.• Manage and analyze your
positions and view your account balances on all your linked accounts.• Track and modify your watchlists, orders and alerts, including saved orders. • Check out our expanding library of education videos. • Enhance push notifications with our Watch App. So, what are you waiting for? Download the award-winning thinkorswim Mobile app
and hold the markets in your hands.Reviewed against 15 other online brokers, TD Ameritrade was named #1 Overall Broker in the StockBrokers.com 2019 Online Broker Review and received several industry awards, including #1 "Trader App" for TD Ameritrade Mobile Trader―also known as thinkorswim Mobile.*TD Ameritrade Network
is brought to you by TD Ameritrade Media Productions Company. TD Ameritrade Media Productions Company and TD Ameritrade, Inc. are separate but affiliated subsidiaries of TD Ameritrade Holding Corporation. TD Ameritrade Media Productions Company is not a financial adviser, registered investment advisor, or broker-dealer.**
Trefis information/estimates provided by Insight Guru, a separate and unaffiliated firm.***The paperMoney software application is for educational purposes only. Successful virtual trading during one time period does not guarantee successful investing of actual funds during a later time period as market conditions change
continuously.Market volatility, volume, and system availability may delay account access and trade executions. Options involve risks and are not suitable for all investors. The risk of loss in trading securities, options, futures, and forex can be substantial. Clients must consider all relevant risk factors, including their own personal financial
situation, before trading. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Mar 30, 2021 Version 195.1 Optimizations for a better, faster, stronger mobile experience. More to come. Peace, love, and happy trading. While I can’t speak for any of the competition since I’m brand new to investing I am a quick learner and research as much
as I can and I have to say I love the flexibility of this app to be able to see whatever info you like to watch. Also does a decent job of teaching you the basics with their learner videos. I only trade in stocks right now and I like that my money is available right away and there is almost 0 commission fees 99% of the time. I have found a few
stocks that do charge a small fee for some reason. Maybe risk related, so I pass on those for now till I know more. Obviously still more to learn but I’m having fun and investing for the long term. Can’t wait to see what the future holds but either way at least I should be better off than if I had never started. There are a few things you must do
on a pc on this app like cancel/edit auto contributions as the app doesn’t let you do that or choose if you want dividends auto re invested which isn’t on the app as an option either but other than that the app does an amazing job of having a huge amount of customization. Now if only I could figure out how to do this stuff for a living lol. That
would be a pretty cool career imo but for now I’ll just keep watching and learning and building my portfolio. Thanks again TD. There is so much more information and charts to analyze than Robinhood. You can change so many settings and dive into finding your own investment strategies. This app is very intimidating at first compared to
Robinhood, but I strongly encourage you to dive in. Start simple by creating your watchlists. Then when want to purchase click on trade in upper right corner. It will already be set to 100 shares and instead of changing it with the +\- simply click directly on the number 100 to type the exact number of shares. Then either buy it at the market
price which is if the lock icon is unlocked or lock the lock and click directly on the price and type the exact price you want to limit buy it at. Click send or confirm in upper right and your order is underway. If your order goes through then you can view your portfolio under positions tab at bottom next to watchlists. Next to that you can check on
or cancel your orders under the orders tab. Hope this helps you get the confidence to give it a try. So far I love TD Ameritrade one week in. Most people say that TDA and this app are better for serious traders and investors. While the service is more reliable and the commission fee is reasonable, the horribly outdated interface is an instant
turn off and is the primary reason that I can’t stand any of this company’s products. I invest in options trading as a job and the vast majority of other brokers have generally modernized their interface to a degree because they realize that the majority of investors don’t need a wall of numbers and charts to look at. Some people like to feel
cool having all of that information, but it’s unnecessary and deceptive at best, and this broker uses it as a flashy selling point.On top of that, they claim to have instant deposits but fail to mention that it will take up to a week (mine was 8 days) to deposit funds for options trading. So, a large part of my portfolio sat in transit, unable to be
used, because their instant deposit only applies to stock trading. When I spoke to an agent, they said I could just cancel the transfer and I would have my money back that day but that ended up not working. I tried using the app for a few days but it’s much much much worse than any I’ve used before and I would much rather use
Robinhood if only because I know they’re a mediocre company with a decent application. The developer, TD Ameritrade Mobile, LLC, indicated that the app’s privacy practices may include handling of data as described below. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. The following data may be collected and linked to your
identity: User Content Search History Identifiers Usage Data The following data may be collected but it is not linked to your identity: Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn More Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy
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